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PART I

Theory and methods





1 Globalization and its impact on
national spaces of competition
HAN S P E T E R KR I E S I , E D G AR GRAND E , ROMA I N
L A CHA T , MAR T I N DO L E ZA L , S I MON
BORN S CH I E R AND T IMOTH EO S F R E Y

The political consequences of globalization are manifold. On the one
hand, the processes covered by this term lead to the establishment of
new forms of political authority and of new channels of political repre-
sentation at the supranational level and open up new opportunities for
transnational, international and supranational mobilization (Della
Porta et al. 1999). On the other hand, the same processes have profound
political implications at the national level. National politics are chal-
lenged both ‘from above’ – through new forms of international coope-
ration and a process of supranational integration – and ‘from below’, at
the regional and local level. While the political consequences of globa-
lization have most often been studied at the supra- or transnational level
(Zürn 1998 ; Hel d et al . 1999 ; Grev en and Pauly 2000 ; Hal l and
Biersteker 2002; Grande and Pauly 2005), we shall focus on the effects
of globalization on national politics.We assume that, paradoxically, the
political reactions to economic and cultural globalization are bound to
manifest themselves above all at the national level: given that the demo-
cratic political inclusion of citizens is still mainly a national affair, nation-
states still constitute the major arenas for political mobilization (Zürn
et al. 2000). Our study focuses on Western European countries, where
globalization means, first of all, European integration. For the present
argument, however, this aspect of the European context is not essential.
Europeanization and European integration can also be seen as special
cases of the more general phenomenon of globalization (Schmidt 2003).

Zürn suggests that we view the processes of globalization as processes
of ‘denationalization’ (Beisheim et al. 1999; Zürn 1998), i.e. as processes
that lead to the lowering and ‘unbundling’ of national boundaries
(Ruggie 1993). It is true that there are earlier examples of globalization,
but there is plenty of evidence that this process has accelerated in the
1980s and 1990s. Following David Held and his collaborators (1999:
425), who have probably presented the most detailed and measured
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account of the phenomenon in question, we argue, however, that ‘in
nearly all domains contemporary patterns of globalization have not
only quantitatively surpassed those of earlier epochs, but have also dis-
played unparallelled qualitative differences – that is, in terms of how
globalization is organized and reproduced’. If we put these processes
in a Rokkanean perspective (see Rokkan 2000), we may conceive of
the contemporary opening up of boundaries as a new ‘critical juncture’,
which is likely to result in the formation of new structural cleavages, both
within and between national contexts.

This is the starting point of the study presented in this volume. In this
chapter, we shall outline in more detail our approach regarding the
formation and articulation of new political cleavages. First, we discuss
howwe expect the processes of denationalization to lead to the formation
of a new structural conflict, opposing ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ of globaliza-
tion. This conflict is expected to constitute potentials for processes of
political mobilization within national political contexts. Next, we exam-
ine how these potentials can be articulated at the level of political parties.
In order to fully understand how new political cleavages emerge from the
process of denationalization, it is crucial to focus both on the transforma-
tions in the electorate (the demand side of electoral competition), and on
the kind of strategies political parties adopt to position themselves with
regard to these new potentials (the supply side of politics).

A new structural conflict between ‘winners’ and ‘losers’
of globalization

Three assumptions guide our analysis:

• First, we consider that the consequences of globalization are not
the same for all members of a national community. We expect them
to give rise to new disparities, new oppositions and new forms of
competition.

• Secondly, we assume that citizens perceive these differences between
‘winners’ and ‘losers’ of globalization, and that these categories are
articulated by political parties.

• Thirdly, we expect that these new oppositions are not aligned with,
but crosscut, the traditional structural and political cleavages.

The ‘losers’ of globalization are people whose life chances were tradi-
tionally protected by national boundaries. They perceive the weakening
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of these boundaries as a threat to their social status and their social
security. Their life chances and action spaces are being reduced. The
‘winners’, on the other hand, include people who benefit from the new
opportunities resulting from globalization, and whose life chances are
enhanced. The essential criterion for determining the impact of the
opening up of national boundaries on individual life chances is whether
or not someone possesses exit options. As Zygmunt Baumann (1998: 9)
has observed, in the age of globalization mobility becomes the most
powerful factor of social stratification. On the one hand, there are those
who are mobile, because they control convertible resources allowing
them to exit, and, on the other hand, there are those who remain locked-
in, because they lack these resources.

The scope of the structural changes induced by globalization is still
a point of controversy. It is widely debated in political science and in
sociology (see, for example, Albrow 1996; Beck 1997, 1998a, 1998b;
Goldthorpe 2002). For our purposes, we can identify three mechan-
isms which contribute to the formation of winners and losers of
globalization. First among these is the increase in economic competi-
tion, which results from the globalization process. Over the last dec-
ades, a series of transformations in the American economy has resulted
in a massive pressure towards deregulations in Western European
countries, leading in turn to a dramatic erosion of protected property
rights. Schwartz (2001: 44) suggests interpreting the impact of globa-
lization as ‘the erosion of politically based property rights and their
streams of income, and as reactions to that erosion’. The individuals
and the firms that are most directly affected by this erosion are those
who worked in ‘sheltered’ sectors, i.e. private sectors that were, since
the 1930s, protected from market pressures through public regula-
tion.1 Those measures disconnected income streams (in the form of
wages, employment or profits) from the outcome of the market. In
the context of globalization, Schwartz’s distinction between sectors
sheltered from the market, on the one hand, and sectors exposed to
the market, on the other, has much in common with the distinction
between export-oriented firms and firms oriented towards the

1 Such measures include: ‘trade protection, minimum wages, centralized collective
bargaining, product market regulation, zoning, the delegated control over markets
to producer groups, and… formal welfare states’ (Schwartz 2001: 31). The public
sector also belongs to the ‘sheltered’ sectors, but it is less affected by the erosion
of established property rights.
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domestic market.2 With the international pressure towards deregula-
tion, the cleavage between these two sectors intensifies. Firms exposed
to global market pressures try to impose market discipline on tradi-
tionally sheltered sectors, so as to bring down their own costs of
production and to remain competitive on the international market.
Firms in sheltered sectors, by contrast, seek to defend their property
rights. Workers in exposed sectors also have an interest in the lowering
of production costs, as their jobs directly depend on the international
competitiveness of their firm. Workers in sheltered sectors, by contrast,
have the same interest in protectionist measures as their employers.
Globalization thus leads to a sectoral cleavage, which cuts across the
traditional class cleavage and tends to give rise to cross-class coalitions.

As a result of globalization, the increasing economic competition is,
however, defined not only in sectoral, but also in ethnic, terms – ‘ethnic’
taken here in a large sense (including language and religious criteria). This
is a consequence of the massive immigration into Western Europe of
ethnic groups who are rather distinct from the European population on
the one hand, and of the increasing opportunities for delocalizing jobs
into distant, and ethnically distinct, regions of the globe, on the other.
Thus, the increasing economic competition is linked to a second
mechanism – an increasing cultural diversity (Albrow 1996). In the
immigration countries, ethnically different populations become symbols
of potential threats to the standard and style of living of the natives.
Furthermore, the European welfare states have been granting some of
their social rights and privileges – though hardly any political rights – to the
migrants (Soysal 1994: 130), which increases the perception of competi-
tion (for the same scarce resources) on the part of the native population. In
addition, the immigrants of ethnically distinct origins pose a potential

2 Schwartz, however, emphasizes the difference between the two classifications.
Considering them as equivalent is misleading, he argues, because few commodities
or services are not subject to international trade. Furthermore, he considers the
stranded investments of the ‘sheltered’ sectors to be a central problem, which is
different from the issue of the opportunity costs of the export-oriented sectors. For
a similar argument, see Frieden (1991: 440): ‘The principal beneficiaries of the
broad economic trends of the last two decades have been internationally oriented
firms and the financial services industries; the principal losers have been nationally
based industrial firms’; and Frieden and Rogowski (1996: 46): ‘exogenous easing
of trade will be associated with increased demands for liberalization from the
relatively competitive, and with increased demands of protection from the
relatively uncompetitive, groups.’
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th re at t o t he c o lle cti ve i de nt ity of t he na tiv e p o pu l a tio n . To th e e xt en t
that (parts of) the indigenous p opulat ions perceive that their life style,
their e veryday p ractices and their colle ctive identity are challenged by the
increasingly conspicuous p resenc e and institutionalization (in the form of
cultur al centres, mosques, schools, a ssociations e tc.) of som e imm igrant
cult ur es , w e c an s p ea k o f cultural com petition wh ic h a cc om pa n i es a n d
exacerbates t he economic competition.

The potential economic and cultural threat may not necessarily be
perceived and experienced in the same way by all members of a national
community. In this respect, the individual level of education plays a key
role. Education ha s a ‘liberalizing’ effect, i.e. it induces a general shift in
political value orientations towards cultural liberalism (cosmopolita-
nism, universalism). It contributes to cultural tolerance and openness;
it provides the language skills which give access to other cultures.
Individuals who are poorly educated are usually less tolerant and do
not have the resources to communicate with foreigners or to understand
other cultures in a more general sense (Lipset 1981; Grunberg and
Schweisguth 19 90 : 54, 19 97a : 155–9, 168; Quillian 19 95 ; Sniderman
et al. 2000: 84). Moreover, higher education has also become an indis-
pensable asset for one’s professional success. It provides the necessary
specialized skills which are marketable inside and across the national
boundaries, thus considerably increasing one’s exit options. It is certainly
true that this development is less a consequence of globalization than of
the processes of deindustrialization and of technological change. But,
from the point of view of the affected groups, it is central to understand
how they perceive their relative loss in life chances and to whom they
attribute its causes.

A third mechanism related to the opening up of borders increases the
political competition between nation-states, on the one hand, and supra-
or international political actors, on the other.Most scholars agree that, as
a consequence of globalization, nation-states are losing part of their
problem-solving capacity and scope of action, which means that the
citizens’ political rights, which are mainly tied to the nation-states, are
hollowed out. Thus, the possibilities for an independent macro-economic
policy have been drastically reduced because of the liberalization of the
financial markets. This is obvious in the European context, where an
autonomous national monetary policy has no longer been possible since
the creation of a European central bank. These changes create winners
and losers in specific ways, too. First of all, theremay bematerial losers to
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the extent that the reduction of a state’s autonomy may imply a
reduction of the size of the public sector. But, more importantly,
winners and losers also result from differences in their identification
with the national community. Gorenburg (2000) has emphasized the
importance of such identifications to understand support for nation-
alism. Individuals who possess a strong sense of identification with
their national community, and who are attached to its exclusionary
norms and/or to its political institutions, will perceive their weakening
as a loss. Conversely, citizens with universalist norms will perceive this
weakening as a gain, if it implies a strengthening of supranational
political institutions.3 The attachment to national traditions, national
languages and religious values plays a prominent role here – as does
the integration into transnational networks.4

To sum up, the likely winners of globalization include entrepreneurs
and qualified employees in sectors open to international competition, as
well as all cosmopolitan citizens. Losers of globalization, by contrast,
include entrepreneurs and qualified employees in traditionally pro-
tected sectors, all unqualified employees, and citizens who strongly
identify themselves with their national community. Following the rea-
listic theory of group conflict, we consider that the threats perceived by
the losers and their related attitudes do have a real basis. They are not
simply illusions or rest on false consciousness. However, we assume that
individuals do not perceive cultural and material threats as distinct
phenomena.5 AsMartin Kohli (2000: 118) argues, identity and interests
are mutually reinforcing factors of social integration.

The new groups of winners and losers of globalization constitute
political potentials, which can be articulated by political organizations.
However, given the heterogeneous composition of these groups, we
cannot expect that the preferences formed as a function of this new
antagonism will be closely aligned with the political divisions on which

3 For the distinction between norms of exclusion and universalist norms, see
Hardin (1995: Chapters 4ff.).

4 Traditionally, integration into cosmopolitan networks was the preserve of a small
elite. Today, however, the Jet Set is not the only group which is forming
transnationally and which is developing identities that rival with territorially more
circumscribed identities (Badie 1997: 453f.).

5 Bobo (1999: 457): ‘the melding of group identity, affect, and the interests in most
real-world situations of racial stratification make the now conventional
dichotomous opposition of “realistic group conflict versus prejudice” empirically
nonsensical.’
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domesti c polit ics have traditional ly been based. This makes it difficult
for established national pol itical actors to or ganize these new potentia ls.
In additio n, the compo sition of the groups of winners and loser s varie s
betwe en national con texts, making it even more diffi cult to organiz e
them at th e supranat ional level , e.g. at the level of th e Euro pean Uni on.
This heterogen eity resul ts in a twofold pro blem for the orga nization an d
articu lation of polit ical inter ests. First of all, it create s the alrea dy
menti oned political parado x of globalizati on: due to th eir he terogene-
ity, the new polit ical potentia ls create d by this process are most likely to
be arti culated and dealt with at the level of the national polit ical process .
Moreover , it open s a ‘ window of oppor tunity ’ for the formation of new
polit ical parti es an d the restructuri ng of the national party syste ms.

We thus suggest th at, parado xically, th e lowe ring and unbundl ing of
national bounda ries render them more salient. As they are weaken ed
and reassessed, their polit ical impor tance increa ses. More specif ically,
the destruct uring of national bounda ries leads to a ‘ sector alization ’ an d
an ‘ ethnici zation ’ of polit ics (Badie 1997 ), i.e. to an increa sed salien ce of
diffe rences betwe en sector s of the eco nomy and of cultur al diffe rences,
respect ively, as criteria for the distr ibution of resourc es, identity forma -
tion an d polit ical mobilizat ion. As far as th e ethnici zation of politics is
concern ed, the theory of ethnic comp etition hold s that major ity groups
will react to the rise of new threat s with exclusi onary measur es (Ol zak
1992 ). At a general level , we would expect loser s of the global izatio n
process to seek to protect thems elves throug h protectio nist measur es
and through an emp hasis on na tional independe nce. Winner s, by con-
trast, who benefit from the increa sed competi tion, should sup port
the ope ning up of the na tional bounda ries an d the pr ocess of inter na-
tional integr ation. We shall refer here to this antago nism be tween
winners and losers of globalization as a conflict between integration
and demarcation.6

The impact of the new structural conflict on the structure
of the political space

These arguments and hypotheses present a general framework for under-
standing recent developments in the structure of political competition
and in electoral alignments in Western democracies. In this section, we

6 Bartolini (2000 ) refers to it as a conflict between integration and independence.
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shall focus on the political articulation of the political potentials based on
the integration–demarcation cleavage by political parties and formulate a
series of hypotheses. Our general position is that of Sartori (1990) and his
followers (e.g. Przeworski and Sprague 1986; Bartolini and Mair 1990;
Gallagher et al. 1992), a position which emphasizes the role of the parties
in the cleavage formation. The key problemaddressed by Sartori is that of
the translation of conflicts and cleavages into politics. Such a translation
is not a matter of course, but crucially depends on political organization.
Using the example of class, Sartori (1990: 169) put it most bluntly: ‘it
is not the “objective” class (class conditions) that creates the party, but
the party that creates the “subjective” class (class consciousness).’ In
our terms, what is at stake is the problem of the articulation of a
structurally given latent potential by a political organization (in parti-
cular by a political party). The potentials are structurally given, i.e.
they are not created by the party. The preferences of the voters change
due to processes of social change that cannot be controlled by political
organizations. But whether these changing preferences have political
consequences or not fundamentally depends on their mobilization by
political organizations such as political parties. Moreover, it is possi-
ble that the voters’ preferences are influenced by the process of their
mobilization, given that the parties provide the instruments – political
identities, ideologies and issue-specific cues – allowing the voters to
position themselves in the political space.

The political mobilization of a latent structural potential by political
parties gives rise to two interdependent dynamics – the transformation
of the basic structure of the political space in a given country and of the
parties’ positioning within the transforming space. On the one hand, the
political potentials (conflicts, issues and issue-specific preferences in
the electorate) are articulated by the individual parties, i.e. the parties
are restructuring the space. On the other hand, the individual parties are
repositioning themselves strategically within both, the emerging dimen-
sional structure of the space and the emerging spatial configuration of
their competitors, i.e. they are adjusting to the changing structure.
Parties are changing their positions within a space, the dimensions of
which are changing, too, as a consequence of their strategic action.7 It is

7 Van der Brug (1999: 151, 2001: 119f.) has already pointed out the
interdependence between these two dynamics.
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only for expository purposes that we subsequently separate the two
sides of the same coin.

Let us first look at the transformation of the basic structure. In this
respect, it is useful to distinguish between an economic dimension and a
cultural dimension of the integration–demarcation divide.8 On each
dimension, an open, integrationist position contrasts with a defensive,
protectionist one. In the economic domain, a neoliberal free trade
position is opposed to a position in favour of protecting the national
markets. In the cultural domain, a universalist, multiculturalist or cos-
mopolitan position is opposing a position in favour of protecting the
national culture and citizenship in its civic, political and social sense.
The orientations on the two dimensions need not necessarily coincide.
One could also further specify the notion of integration by distinguish-
ing between the removal of boundaries and other obstacles to free and
undistorted international competition – purely negative integration in
Scharpf’s (1999: 45) terminology – and a process of reconstruction of a
system of regulation at the supranational or international level – a
process that Scharpf calls positive integration.

Next, we should discuss how the two dimensions of the presumed
new structural conflict are expected to relate to the existing structure of
cleavages in Western European politics. According to Rokkan (2000),
four classic cleavages have structured the European political space – the
centre/periphery, religious, rural/urban, and owner/worker cleavages.
This set essentially boils down to two dimensions: a cultural (religion)
and a social-economic one (class) (Kriesi 1994: 230–4). Class conflicts
were omnipresent in Western Europe and structured politics around
social-economic policy – the regulation of the market and the construc-
tion of social protection by the state. The left essentially fought for
social protection and market regulation, while the right defended the
free reign of market forces. Religious conflicts prevailed between
Catholics and Protestants in religiously mixed countries, and between
the believing Catholics and the secularized in Catholic countries. In the
Protestant North-West, Protestant dissidents contributed to religious
conflicts. AfterWorldWar II, these traditional cleavages have lost much

8 Our distinction of these two aspects of the purported new conflict follows
Lipset (1981), who used to distinguish between socio-economic and cultural
conservatism and liberalism respectively (see also Middendorp 1978; Grunberg
and Schweisguth 1990).
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of their traditional struct uring capacity for polit ics as a result of secu-
larizati on, value change, rising levels of educ ation, impr oved standar ds
of livin g, an d sector al ch ange (tertiari zation) (Dalton et al . 1984 ;
Frank lin et al . 1992 ; Ingleha rt 1990 ; Kriesi 1993 ).

In their place, ne w struct uring confli cts ha ve developed since the late
1960s , whic h have been various ly label led as exp ressions of a ‘ new
polit ics’ (Fran klin 1992 ; Müller-R ommel 1984, 1985 , 1990 ), a ‘ new
value ’ (Ingl ehart 1977 , 1985 , 1990 , 1997 ) or  a ‘ new class ’ (Evans 1999;
Kriesi 1998 ; Manza and Brook s 1999 ; Lac hat 2004 ; Oesch 2006 )
cleava ge. Following the ‘ new class ’ approach , the new middl e class or
servi ce class is itse lf divided betwe en the manager s , i.e. employ ees in
administrative hierarchies who run an organization, make administrative
decisions, command and survey the work of others, and professionals for
whom the exercise of specialized knowledge and expertise is typical.
While managers are expected to be above all loyal to their organization,
professionals have at least one further point of reference: their profes-
sional community. It is common that professionals legitimate their claims
for high levels of autonomy with reference to professional norms and the
exercise of professional competence. Among them, an organizational
orientation is, therefore, less likely. Compared to professionals with
administrative or technical skills, identification with the organization is
least likely among a specific group within the professional services – the
social and cultural specialists, who identify not only with their profes-
sional community, but also with their clients. As a result, the ‘ne w c la ss ’
approach expects a strong antagonism about the control of work
between the two opposite segments within the new middle class – man-
agers and socio-cultural professionals, with administrative and technical
experts (the ‘technocrats’) t aki ng a n i nt er me di ar y p os it io n.

Both of these segme nts within the new middle class now find them-
selve s on the winne rs ’ side of the new struct ural conflict. But , in the
after math of the ‘ cultur al revolut ion ’ of th e 1960s , they ha d been in
sharp oppositio n to eac h other. In pa rticular, the social -cultural profes-
sional s consti tuted the drivi ng force of a seri es of so-called ne w social
movem ents which mobil ized in the name of univers alist values – human
right s, emanci pation of wome n, solidarit y wit h the poor of the world,
protecti on of the environm ent (Kries i 1989 , 1993, 1998 ). Thei r visi on
was one of cu ltural liberali sm and social justi ce/prot ection. Thes e were
essent ially movem ents of the left, whic h often found close allies in the
established parties of the left and, in due course, spawned a new set of
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parties – the New Left and Green parties. Their concerns reinvigorated
the traditional class cleavage and reinforced the left’s position on the
social-economic dimension. In addition, they contributed to the trans-
formation of the cultural dimension from a dimension mainly defined
in terms of religious concerns to one opposing culturally liberal or
libertarian concerns, on the one side, and the defence of traditional
(authoritarian) values and institutions (including traditional Christian
religion, traditional forms of the family, and a strong army), on the
other. Kitschelt (1994, 1995) has perhaps most forcefully conceptualized
the effect of this transformation on the structuration of the political space.

It is crucial that the mobilization of these new social movements did
not add any fundamentally new dimension to the political space, but
transformed the meaning of the two already existing ones. The poli-
tical space remained two-dimensional, defined by a social-economic
and a cultural dimension. What changed was the meaning of the
conflicts associated with these two dimensions. In a similar vein, we
can now hypothesize that the new demarcation/integration conflict
will be embedded into the two-dimensional basic structure that
emerged under the impact of the mobilization by the new social move-
ments, transforming it once again. This is our embedding hypothesis.
On the social-economic dimension, the new conflict can be expected to
reinforce the classic opposition between a pro-state and a pro-market
position while giving it a new meaning. The pro-state position is likely
to become more defensive and more protectionist, while the pro-
market position is likely to become more assertive in favour of the
enhancement of national competitiveness on world markets. At the
same time, the increasing sectoralization of concerns may drive a
wedge between former allies on the pro-market side. On the cultural
dimension, we expect enhanced opposition to the cultural liberalism of
the new social movements as a result of the ethnicization of politics:
the defence of tradition is expected increasingly to take on an ethnic or
nationalist character. Furthermore, new issues should be integrated
into the cultural dimension. In the Western European context we are
studying here, central among these are the issues of European integra-
tion and of immigration, which correspond to the new political and
cultural forms of competition linked with globalization. The demarca-
tion pole of the new cultural cleavage should be characterized by an
opposition to the process of European integration and by restrictive
positions with regard to immigration.
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Instead of the new conflict becoming embedded into the already exist-
ing conflict dimensions, one might, alternatively, expect it to transform
the national political space by adding one or even two new dimensions to
the two already existing ones. Themain reason, whywe do not think that
this is what happens, has to do with the adaptive capacity of the already
existing parties. This is our adaptation hypothesis. The mainstream
parties take up the new preferences, identities, values and interests, and
interpret and articulate them in their own specific ways (Schattschneider
1960; Lipset 1981: 298f.; Mair 1983, 1989, 1993; Laver 1989). We
suggest that established parties are repositioning and realigning them-
selves as a result of the rising new conflict. Accordingly, the increasing
volatility in the Western European elections cannot be interpreted, as is
usually done, only as the result of increasing issue-voting on the part of
the electorate, but also as a result of this repositioning and realigning of
established parties. This also implies that there can bemuch change in the
party system behind an apparent continuity: the number and even the
relative strength of the partiesmay hardly change at all, while the identity,
the ideology and the structural support of these very same parties may
have profoundly changed. It may be that some parties remain the same
only in name.

The positioning of the parties within the transformed space

We can now discuss our hypotheses regarding the positions taken by
political parties in this transformed political space. The different combi-
nations of positions on the two dimensions represent the range of possible
interpretative packages or ideological master-frames which are available
to political entrepreneurs for the articulation of the new structural antag-
onism in the context of already existing political divisions. Figure 1.1
offers a schematic representation of the expected positions of the major
groups of parties: we distinguish between three traditional party families
of which we find representatives in all Western European countries – the
social-democrats, the liberals and the conservatives (often represented by
Christian-democrats) – as well as two groups ofmore recent competitors:
the New Left and Green parties, on the one hand, and the populist right,
on the other. This figure presents a map of the parties’ possible positions,
which we discuss in more detail in the following paragraphs. The exact
locations of parties in different countries are likely to vary, as they depend
not only on the common trends linked with globalization, but also on the
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parties’ strategic decisions and on specific contextual factors (which we
shall discuss in Chapter 2). This figure can be considered as a general
summary of our hypotheses regarding the transformed structure of the
political space and parties’ positions within this space.

Typically, mainstream political parties have so far taken a rather
undifferentiated position with respect to the new cleavage. They seem
to be uncertain about it, because (a) they are internally divided with
regard to the question of integration, (b) they are divided as Euro-families
as a result of their variable insertion into national party configurations,
and (c) they are not in a position to form a strong alliance between
different sectoral and cultural interests. Broadly speaking, whether on
the left or on the right, they tend to view the process of economic
denationalization both as inevitable and beneficial for the maintenance
of their established positions. Thus, analyzing the main party families –
the Socialists, Liberals and Christian Democrats – at the EU level, Hix
(1999) has noted that, between 1976 and 1994, all three gradually

Figure 1.1 Expected positioning of party families with respect to the new
cleavage
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converged on moderately pro-Integration positions. The findings of
Hooghe et al. (2002) and van der Eijk and Franklin (2004) about the
general preference regarding European integration of mainstream parties
support this point. As a first hypothesis, we would suggest that, in
Western Europe, (a) mainstream parties will generally tend to formulate
a winners’ programme, i.e. a programme in favour of further economic
and cultural integration, but that (b) mainstream parties on the left will
attempt to combine the economic integration with the preservation of the
social protection by the welfare state, while mainstream parties on the
right will tend to reduce the role of the state in every respect.

There are, however, variations of this general theme. On the left,
mainstream parties are generally liberal in social and cultural terms,
but they face the dilemma that market integration in Europe (and more
globally) poses a threat to their national social achievements. Depending
on their capacity to defend these achievements at the national level,
mainstream left parties may vary with regard to the extent to which
they endorse economic integration (Marks and Wilson 2000; Hooghe
and Marks 2001). Accordingly, their positions are likely to vary mostly
along the economic dimension of the political space. We may distinguish
between a ‘classical left’ position that sticks to a statist and more pro-
tectionist attitude and the position of the Third Way, formulated
by the British Labour Party and later also discussed in other countries –
especially in Germany, which constitutes a novel attempt to come to
terms with the problems posed by the new dividing line: Third Way
politics takes globalization seriously, adopts a positive attitude towards
it, and seeks to combine a neoliberal endorsement of free trade with a
core concern with social justice (Giddens 1998: 64ff.). For the archi-
tects of the Third Way, taking globalization seriously also requires
steps in the direction of ‘positive integration’, in the form of global
economic governance, global ecological management, regulation of
corporate power, control of warfare and fostering of transnational
democracy (Giddens 2000: 122–62). In the transformed political
space, compared to the location of the traditional left, parties of the
Third Way should be more favourable to further integration, on both
the economic and cultural dimensions.

On the right, conservatives also face a dilemma – a dilemma that is
precisely the opposite of the one faced by mainstream parties of the left
(Marks and Wilson 2000; Hooghe and Marks 2001): economically they
tend to endorse liberalization, but socially and culturally they tend to be
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nationalists and opposed to the opening up of the borders. Accordingly,
their positions are likely to vary especially along the cultural dimension.
Depending on the threat posed by integration to the national identity, the
conservatives will be more or less opposed to integration. Given the
British fear of losing the national identity and culture, a fear that is largely
absent in countries such as Germany or Spain (DiezMedrano 2003), it is,
for example, not surprising that the British Conservatives are muchmore
Eurosceptic than the German or Spanish ones.9

Compared to the other two main political families, at first sight the
opening up of the borders seems to constitute less of a challenge for the
liberal family. Classical liberalism was both economically and socio-
culturally liberal, i.e. supported the free market and social and cultural
openness and tolerance. On closer inspection, however, we can find that
European liberalism has been characterized by a strong ambivalence
regarding the left–right dimension. As a consequence, we can distinguish
several variants within the liberal party family (Smith 1988). Most
important is the distinction between ‘liberal-radicalism’ and ‘liberal-
conservatism’. Whereas the former (e.g. the Dutch D66) has been left-
of-centre on economic issues, the latter (e.g. the Dutch VVD) has
been emphasizing economic freedom and market liberalization and
tended to be right-of-centre. Faced with the opening of the borders,
liberal-conservatives are distinguished by the fact that they tend to put
the accent on market liberalization, i.e. on the negative integration with
respect to the economy, while they oppose supranational political inte-
gration (Marks and Wilson 2000: 448–50).

On the basis of these empirical observations, we can expect two
possible developments. The first development is an intensification of
political conflicts within mainstream political parties as a consequence
of their attempts to redefine their ideological profiles. In some cases,
these conflicts have been successfully resolved by transforming the
party’s profile, Britain’s New Labour and the Austrian FPÖ being two
of the most significant cases. This is a specification of the adaptation
hypothesis formulated previously. Mostly, however, the mainstream
political parties are still characterized by their indecision and their

9 In this context, Christian-democratic parties stand out because they are confronted
with both dilemmas at the same time. Traditionally, they have been (moderate)
supporters of the welfare state and the strongest advocates of European
integration (Marks and Wilson 2000: 451–4). Hence, in a transformed political
space, they need to redefine their position on both dimensions.
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tendency to opt moderately for the winners’ side. For these cases, we
suggest a second general hypothesis – our fragmentation or polarization
hypothesis: in countries where these parties dominate, we face an
increasing political fragmentation (Zürn 2001) with the strengthening
of peripheral political actors, who tend to adopt a ‘losers’ programme’.
Peripheral actors on the right are expected to be culturallymore protec-
tionist, and peripheral actors on the left to be socially and economically
more protectionist than their respective mainstream counterparts. The
positioning of the parties with regard to Europe may serve as an
illustration of this hypothesis: analyzing the Euroscepticism of political
parties in different European countries, Taggart (1998) found that it is
the more peripheral parties (on both sides of the political spectrum),
rather than parties more central to their party systems, which are most
likely to use Euroscepticism as amobilizing issue. The ‘inverted U curve’
characterizing the shape of the relationship between left–right position
and support for European integration has been confirmed by several
studies (Hooghe et al. 2002; van der Eijk and Franklin 2004): parties
of both the radical left and the populist right are most opposed to
European integration. Furthermore, Hooghe et al. (2002: 977) add
the insight that the positioning of a party on the cultural dimension
‘exerts a strong, consistent, and, it must be said, largely overlooked
effect on party positioning on European issues’: independently of a
party’s positioning on the (social-economic) left–right dimension,
‘traditional-authoritarian-nationalist’ parties are much more likely to
be Eurosceptical than ‘green-alternative-libertarian’ parties.

The radical left’s opposition to the opening up of the borders is
mainly an opposition to economic liberalization and to the threat it
poses to the left’s achievement at the national level. The populist right’s
opposition to the opening up of the borders is first of all an opposition
to the social and cultural forms of competition and the threat they pose
to national identity. The main characteristics of the populist right are its
xenophobia or even racism, expressed in a fervent opposition to the
presence of immigrants in Western Europe, and its populist appeal to
the widespread resentment against the mainstream parties and the
dominant political elites. Right-wing populists are clearly protectionist
on the cultural dimension. At the same time, they are populist in their
instrumentalization of sentiments of anxiety and disenchantment as
well as in their appeal to the ‘common man’ and his allegedly superior
common sense. The populist right builds on the losers’ fears with regard
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to the removal of national borders, and on their strong belief in simple
and ready-made solutions. This ‘national-populism’ constitutes the
common characteristic of all organizations of the Western European
populist right.

As Betz (2004) observes, its position on immigration is increasingly
becoming part of a larger programme, which poses a fundamental chal-
lenge to liberal democracies. He now describes this programme as a
‘combination of differential nativism and comprehensive protectionism’.
In an earlier assessment (Betz 1993), he had still identified neoliberal
economic elements in the programmes of the populist right. Similarly,
Kitschelt (1995) had pointed out that not all right-wing populist parties
shared this element, but had insisted that the most successful ones among
them did at the time. According to Kitschelt and McGann, the combina-
tion of cultural protectionismand economic neoliberalism constituted the
‘winning formula’ allowing these parties to forge electoral coalitions
appealing both to their declining middle-class clientele and to the losers
from the unskilled working class. This position corresponds to the lower
right region of Figure 1.1, where it is labelled as New Radical Right.
More recently, Kitschelt (2001: 435) also noted that some populist right
parties havemoderated their neoliberal appeals and started to focusmore
on the themes of a reactive nationalism and of ethnocentrism.

We consider those parties that most successfully appeal to the interests
and fears of the ‘losers’ of globalization to be the driving force of the
current transformation of the Western European party systems. In most
countries, it is these parties of the populist right who have been able to
formulate a highly attractive ideological package for the ‘losers’ of eco-
nomic transformations and cultural diversity. Following Hooghe and
Marks (2004) and Diez Medrano (2003), who show the key importance
of fears about national identities for Eurosceptic attitudes in the general
public, we suggest that such fears are generally more important for the
mobilization of the ‘losers’ than the defence of their economic interests.
This could explain why the populist right’s appeal to the ‘losers’ is more
convincing than that of the radical left.Moreover, themobilization of the
‘losers’ is particularly consequential, because, in contrast to the ‘winners’,
the ‘losers’ typically do not have individual exit options at their disposal.
To improve their situation, they depend on collective mobilization.

While the new social movements of the 1960s and 1970s have above
all transformed the left, the mobilization by the populist right constitu-
tes a major challenge for the established parties of the right as well as of
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the left (Kriesi 1999). One of its effects is the transformation of estab-
lished liberal or conservative parties, who adopt the essential elements
of cultural protection of the populist right’s programme in order to
appeal to the ‘losers’ and essentially become part of the family of the
populist right. The Austrian FPÖ and the Swiss SVP illustrate this point.
In both cases, an established party of the right radicalized and adopted a
programme including strong national-populist elements. The mutation
to a populist party can be the result either of the transformation of a
formerly liberal-conservative party such as the FPÖ, or of a formerly
conservative party such as the Swiss SVP.

An overview of the volume

In the present study, we shall analyze the transformation of the national
political space in sixWest European countries –Austria, Switzerland, the
Netherlands, Germany, France and the UK.We have chosen six countries
where the party system has developed continuously over the last three or
four decades. We have excluded from consideration countries such as
Italy, where the party system has been fundamentally reconstructed
during the period under study. Such a fundamental system change is
typically not directly related to the underlying transformation of struc-
tural conflict potentials. As we argue in Chapter 2, the set of societal
conditions (cleavage structures, economic and cultural context condi-
tions) has created broadly similar latent political potentials in all six
countries. However, the political conditions for the mobilization of
these potentials vary considerably from one country to the other. These
political conditions include the established structure of the national party
system and its recent dynamics (‘dealignment’), the institutional access to
the national party system (defined by the electoral system), the rise of new
challengers of the radical right and the strategies of the mainstream
parties in reaction to the initial success of the mobilization by the new
challengers. In discussing the political conditions influencing the mobili-
zation of the latent potentials, we adopt a developmental perspective
which distinguishes between the original electoral breakthrough of the
new populist right parties, who constitute the driving force of the trans-
formation of the national political space, and the subsequent reaction of
the mainstream parties, which reinforces and stabilizes the transforma-
tion of the political space. The next chapter deals with these national
context conditions which determine the emergence and the political
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articulation of the new structural potentials and their variation from one
country to the other.

Chapter 3 presents the design of our study. For the supply side, we
describe the method of data collection – a content analysis of the media
during national election campaigns – and the method of analyzing these
data. Since these methods are quite original, we spend some time discuss-
ing their advantages compared to conventional methods used by other
researchers. For the demand side, we describe the sources – national
election studies – and our way of standardizing them. For our approach
it is crucial that the notion of the national political space is operationa-
lized by a spatial analysis – a multidimensional scaling technique, which
provides the means for visualizing the structural transformations in low-
dimensional graphical presentations. With this technique, we can posi-
tion the parties and the political issues they articulate, the electorate and
its preferences with respect to the same political issues, or both, in a
common space permitting the reader to immediately comprehend and
evaluate the effect of the new cleavage on the configuration of the
national political spaces. The discussion in this chapter will avoid tech-
nical details. These are provided in a technical appendix, Appendix A.

In the second part of the volume, six country chapters present the
transformation of the political space. As the reader shall discover, the
dynamics of the transformation of the national political space vary con-
siderably from one country to another. The presentation begins with
France, a model case, where the party system has already, in the early
1980s, been challenged by a powerful party from the new populist right
and where this challenge has contributed to the system’s far-reaching
structural transformation – in spite of the fact that the context conditions,
at first sight, were not very conducive to the rise of such a new challenge
in France. The presentation continues with the three small countries in
our selection –Austria, Switzerland and the Netherlands. In both Austria
and Switzerland, no new challenger from the populist right succeeded in
establishing itself permanently. Instead, in both countries, a (liberal)
conservative mainstream party transformed itself and launched a power-
ful challenge to its direct competitors, thereby contributing to amoderate,
but lasting, transformation of the respective party systems. As expected
by our reasoning inChapter 2, theNetherlands did experience the power-
ful challenge of a new party from the populist right, but this challenge
was slow in coming. It was preceded by themoderate transformation of a
liberal conservative mainstream party. When the challenge finally came,
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it caused a major shift in the positioning of all the parties, but its long-
term impact is still far from certain. The United Kingdom constitutes a
special case again. It is characterized by the double transformation of
the two major parties, in the absence of a powerful challenge by a new
competitor from the populist right. Germany, finally, represents a case
where neither a new challenger from the populist right was able to
establish itself, nor a mainstream party took it upon itself to formulate
a functionally equivalent challenge. Accordingly, the transformation of
the German political space has been rather limited, and, to the extent that
there was any, it was propelled rather by new challengers from the left.

Each country chapter begins with a discussion of the context condi-
tions, proceeds with the presentation of the voters’ political potential (the
demand side) and the parties’ programmatic offer (the supply side), and
ends with a brief discussion pointing out the highlights of our interpreta-
tions and their relationship with the existing specialized literature. Our
interpretations in the different country chapters are, we believe, in agree-
ment with much of what country specialists have already said before, but
they offer a new perspective on the transformation of the national party
systems, a perspective which will allow the specialists to reinterpret some
of the received views.

The three chapters of the final part of this study present a compa-
rative analysis of both the demand (Chapter 10) and the supply side
(Chapter 11). They discuss the similarities and the differences between
the six countries for each one of the two perspectives. Chapter 12makes
an attempt to link the two sides – the political potentials defined by the
demand side and the issue-specific positioning of the parties defined by
the supply side – by analyzing the determinants of the voters’ choices.
The concluding chapter assesses the overall results in terms of stability
and change of the national political spaces and draws out the implica-
tions of our study for a better understanding of West European politics.
We are aware of the fact that our arguments are tailored to the situation
in Western Europe, and may not be generalized easily to other contexts
such as Central and Eastern Europe, or, indeed, countries beyond
Europe. We believe that our arguments hold out some promise for
other regions as well, but it is for others to test them in other parts of
the world.
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2 Contexts of party mobilization
HAN S P E T E R KR I E S I

According to our assumptions outlined in the previous chapter, the
political potentials created by the new cleavage are rather similar from
one Western European democracy to the other. All these countries are
characterized by increasingly comparable social, economic and cultural
context conditions. Defined in most general terms, the relevant societal
context characteristics which determine the political potential of the new
cleavage in a given country include the relative strength of the country’s
traditional cleavages, the overall level of its economic and human devel-
opment, its traditional openness to the world markets and its integration
into the global community, its current economic difficulties, and its
definition of the national community and the perceived threat to this
community by processes of denationalization. While insisting on the
broadly similar societal contexts of our six countries, we shall also
point out some variability with regard to these general context character-
istics, variability whichmainly depends on the size of the countries. Three
of our six countries belong to the small European democracies –

Switzerland, Austria and the Netherlands in that order – while our
three other countries – France, the United Kingdom and Germany – are
the three largest European democracies. In this chapter, we shall first
consider one by one the societal context characteristics before moving on
to a presentation of the more political context conditions.

The broadly similar latent political potentials determined by the set of
societal context characteristics define the demand side of the mobiliza-
tion by the political parties. They constitute the necessary, but not
sufficient, conditions for the transformation of the national political
space. Compared to the demand side, we expect the supply of mobiliza-
tion efforts by the political parties to vary more strongly from one
country to the other as a function of a set of more specifically political
factors. These include processes of dealignment in the party system, the
established structure of the national party system and the electoral
system, as well as the strategies of the mainstream parties with respect
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